FEEDING FARMED SALMON

Industrialized salmon farming relies on a deeply ﬂawed assumption that
agricultural practices for animals can be applied to carnivorous ﬁsh. In
terms of the marine food chain, farming salmon is roughly analogous to
raising tigers for meat:1 Both approaches are inherently unsustainable.

A FLAWED PREMISE

It takes vast quantities of ﬁsh caught in the wild to provide sufﬁcient food for penned salmon.
A study in the journal Nature calculated that more than three pounds of wild ﬁsh—anchovies,
herring, sardines, menhaden, mackerel, and the like—are needed to produce one pound of
marketable farmed salmon. This produces a net loss of ﬁsheries resources, not a gain as the
global salmon farming industry claims.
Farming carnivorous ﬁsh such as salmon
results in the net loss of ﬁsh protein since
they are fed a diet rich in ﬁshmeal and ﬁsh
oil obtained from wild ﬁsheries. In 2000, the
production of 876,00 mt of farmed salmon
required ﬁsh oil manufactured from 2.5
million mt of small pelagic ﬁsh. Put another
way, approximately three pounds of small
wild ﬁsh are taken from the oceans to produce only one pound of farmed salmon.
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THE MAGNITUDE OF THE PROBLEM

The voracious appetite of the global farmed salmon industry has impacted wild ﬁsheries for more
than a decade. On average two-thirds of a farmed salmon’s diet consists of ﬁshmeal and ﬁsh oil.2
These can only be obtained by catching and processing millions of tons of other ﬁsh. Salmon farms
presently use about 573,000 tons of processed ﬁsh meal and 409,000 tons of ﬁsh oil annually.3
Besides being unsustainable, large quantities of ﬁsh feed are wasted by salmon farms. Globally, these
mechanized facilities discharge 15-20 percent of uneaten salmon feed into the sea. In Canada,
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for example, salmon farms discharge
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more than 10,000 tons of uneaten
food annually. Worldwide, some
estimates of lost feed run as high as
300,000 tons yearly.
POLLUTION AND SALMON FEED

In addition to the toxic chemicals and
food additives used by salmon farms, the
food itself causes environmental pollu-
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tion. In 1995, the world’s largest international poultry and ﬁsh feed manufacturer, Nutreco, reported
a link between farmed salmon wastes, high in nitrogen and phosphorus because of their artiﬁcial
nature, and the loss of oxygen in adjacent waters (eutrophication).4 Other studies have found
that chemicals and pollutants inherent in salmon feed contaminate both the salmon themselves
and the ocean ﬂoor beneath their pens.5
The costs of ﬁshmeal and ﬁsh oil, together with mounting environmental problems, are leading
some industrial salmon farms to use less wild caught ﬁsh for food and seek more plentiful, cheaper
alternatives. Under study or in current use are various types of vegetable proteins and animal byproducts, including chicken feathers and slaughter waste.
Norwegian scientists are even experimenting with genetically modiﬁed (GM) soy products for
salmon feed, and experts say it is only a matter of time before GM soy and GM-corn are part of a
farmed salmon’s diet.6
FOOD FOR THOUGHT

Aquaculture cannot be economically or environmentally viable for carnivorous salmon. Such an
inherently unsustainable method already causes an irreparable net loss of marine ﬁsh resources.
Not surprisingly, the answer lies in the marketplace: consumers must become aware that when
they buy a pound of farmed salmon, rather than sustainable ﬁsh or seafood, it contributes to the
potential loss of three pounds of wild ﬁsh from our oceans.
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